Who we are

**Vision:** Our goal is to empower everyone to achieve their educational goals by building an intelligent learning platform that increases efficiency, motivation and structure throughout the entire learning process.

**Status:** StudySmarter was launched in 2018 (as a WebApp and MobileApp) and already has >250,000 users. Recently, we’ve been nominated Best German EdTech Startup and Best European Edtech Startup 2019.

**Prospect:** In the next months, we will expand to further markets, improve and extend our product and get one step closer to make studying easy for everyone - for that, we need you!

You can support us with

**Django:** We’re constantly extending our platform (mobile and web app) by new learning features

**Cloud:** Let’s improve the StudySmarter cloud architecture together!

**Much more:** Python, Django, Postgresql, AWS, Kubernetes, User Testing - you name it

Why you should apply

**Growth:** You will gain insights into a startup in an exciting growth phase

**Mastery:** You can develop your software engineering skills, take responsibility and be creative

**Impact:** Your work will end up in an actual product - not in a cupboard

**Purpose:** You will work on a real problem and help us change the way people learn

**Fun:** We have a nice office with a view at Stachus (Sonnenstraße 1), including Snacks, Ps4, Darts etc.

What you need to know before you start

- Lectures that you can take during the IDP: “Global Entrepreneurship”, “Technology and Innovation Management”, “Entrepreneurship”, “Strategy & Organization” (we can choose them together when you start)
- Start date: asap but flexible
- Team applications possible
- The IDP is supervised by the Entrepreneurship Research Institute (ERI)
- Any questions? Shoot us a mail

Sounds interesting? We are excited to get to know you!

Let’s get in touch!

Simon Hohentanner | simon@studysmarter.de